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East Coast Pedalers Nedging Vintage Fair 26th June
A blistering hot day for the East Coast Pedalers second visit to the Nedging Vintage Fair held in the stately grounds of Nedging Hall.
A great turn out of NACC members which led to an impressive display of our machines, a lot of interest from other exhibitors several of whom
had machines of their own and impressed by our enthusiasm for our machines vowed to join us in the near future, one of whom has a Ducati
Cuccilio bought recently for £80 !! There were frantic electric modifications going on to Deb's Fizzy just prior to the run, as I had forgotten to
bring the key so had to bypass the ignition switch and jury rig the electric system to enable her to join us on the planned road run... Soapy had
once again planned an enjoyable road run, stopping off at the Wattisham Airfield Memorial before stopping for Lunch at the Offton
Limeburners, strangely on the exceptionally hot day all the pub could offer was a Roast Dinner ! however several members did indeed decide
on this option and reported that it was particularly good, us lesser mortals chose a packet of crisps and a coke which we also enjoyed whilst
sitting outside.
A enjoyable ride back to the rally site followed, where we were able to rejoin our fellow members who were manning the NACC stand, Ray
Gibb, Billy and Joyce Doy, Sharon and Pauline were still there answering the many questions posed to them by the large number of visitors.
Refreshments had been kindly provided by Daphne Daw, Maureen Bloys and Debbie Doy, which were much enjoyed washed down by
Maureen's Elderflower cordial. Eventually the heat subsided enough to allow us to escape from the shelter of the Gazebo and to load up the
bikes and head back home.
A great day out, thanks to Mick for arranging everything fo us all, and to the ladies for providing tasty homemade cakes etc, and to Maureen
for providing the Breakdown recovery - fortunately not needed as we only had one problem - Brian Barley's NSU Quickly oiled a plug, he had
no tools or a spare plug but Alan had a plug spanner and I had a spare plug so we soon got him going again.
Members present were: Riders: Debbie Doy - Yamaha FS1-E, Brian Barley - NSU Quickly, Geoff Daw - Garelli BiMatic, Alan Bloys - "Super
Moby", Mark Gibb & Alex - Honda C100, Roly Scarce, Terry Keable - Honda Pc50s, John Gates - ?(A 250 Something !), Carl Ebley - Honda
C90, Mick Sudds,Carl Squirrell - Honda Novios. Statics: Guy Bolton - Honda SS50 (riddden 30 miles to the event !), Billy Doy - Norman Nippy,
Ray Gibb - NSU Quickly.
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The Nacc presence ay Nedging Vintage Fair

Young Ryan was desperate to come with us on the run, but Mum Sharon said NO !

Debs looking dark & moody at the Wattisham Airfield Memorial

I think Terry has just spotted the car driver- who cut us up- pulling into the car park !

Would this machine spooted at the Limburners be eligible for NACC events ?

Some of the bikes parked in the busy ! pub car park
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the Pedalers hit the road...

Maureen's Elderflower Cordial hits the spot - Cheers !
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